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Subject Name: Advances in Tractor Hydraulics & Transmission Systems 
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Instructions: Answer all the questions. Figures in the right hand margin indicate marks for 

the question. 

1. Answer the following: [ 6x2=12] 
(a) What devices are commonly used in the troubleshooting of hydraulic circuits? 
(b) Indicate with examples the different locations where filters are typically installed in 

hydraulic circuits. 
(c) If an actuator fails to move what may be the possible causes. 
(d) What does OSHA stand far? What is OSHA attempting to accomplish? 
(e) Why is the loss of pressure in a hydraulic system not a symptom of pump malfunction? 
(f) Explain the working of a regenerative hydraulic circuit. 

2(a). What is the relationship between Beta ratio and Beta efficiency? What is meant by the Beta 
ratio designation, B10 = 75? 

(b). Explain the role of Filters and Strainers. What is fluid cleanliness level? Describe with a 
suitable example giving an ISO code. 

(c). Explain the problems caused by gases in hydraulic fluids with regard to the overall 
performance of the hydraulic system 

[4+4+4=12] 
3(a). Explain with the help of hydraulic circuits how two identical cylinders can be synchronized 

by connecting them in (i) parallel (ii) series. 
(b). Explain with the help of suitable hydraulic circuits how would you prevent a system from 

accidentally falling on an operator and also prevent overloading of the system. 
(c). Explain with the help of a diagram the working of a servo system. 

[4+4+4=12] 
4(a). Explain the following: 

(i) Deadband and hysteresis 
(ii) System accuracy and tracking error 

(b). Determine the system accuracy for a servo system containin~ the following characteristics 
where the symbols have their usual meanings. Gsv = (2.46 em /s)/mA; Gcyl = 0.031 cm/cm3

; 

cylinder area= 32.3 cm2
; H = 1.57 V/cm; Voii = 819 cm3

; mass of load= 450 kg; system 
deadband = 4mA; and Bulk modulus of oil= 1200 MPa. Find also the tracking error of the 
system. 

(c) Give the common symbols oftheJollowing electrical components used in hydraulic circuits: 
(i) push-button switches 
(ii) limit switches 
(iii) pressure switches 
(iv) Temperature switches 

[4+5+3=12] 
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'll · · . .S(a). Explain"• with 'an elect;ohydialic circuit. diagram·. how pressure switches can be substitut~4 
: ·:·Jo'f Jimi~·svyijc;h,~s t() C()ntroi the.operation of a double.,acting hydraulic cylinder. 

·' ' (b) .. .Explain, with a: suitable example the operating features of an electrohydraulic system with 

. ,•. ·regard'to counting, timing and reciprocation of a hydr!i\llic; cylinder. ·· . 

1
• (c;).Pefine. th~:terrhs: . .for\vard gaih;.open-loop gain:, closed"ioop transfer function .. 
'•( d).· Draw the I/0 connection diagram ·and I?LG logic Jadder diagram. 'that will, replace the hard 

'wir~d relay)ogic diagram shown. in Fig.l. : · · 
.. ,. [3-t3t3-t3=12] 
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